
Name: _____________________________________________________    Date: _______
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Across
1. The world's cutest dog (4,4)
3. My tattoo idea
4. I this number of pillows on my bed
8. Our favourite fruit
9. I live there
10. The name of guy whose house we went to
11. My hometown
12. An instrument you want to learn
15. The name of the first bar I took you to in Hamilton
16. Your old hood
17. One thing you always say we should do together
25. We're both passionate for it
26. I think you're...
27. Ladies' fingers
31. Sorting hat placed us in this house
34. The month we met
35. The nickname I gave you when we first started 
talking on Instagram
37. A cause Alesha cares about, ___ empowerment
40. Fake tree by my room mirror, ___ tree
41. Our favourite shared hobby
42. The colour of our matching jumpers
43. What you do whenever I cry over something silly
47. An instrument you play

48. My flatmate, your bromance lover
49. We always get coffee from there
51. Origin of food we ate on our first 'official' date
53. You offered to buy one for my mum so I didn't have to 
(3,4)
54. My nickname for you
55. Brand of whiskey I like
56. Your family wants to buy matching ones
57. My favourite band (6,7)
58. The name of your most adorable sister
59. My favourite book (1,2,7)
60. Your favourite falls in the world
Down
2. One of your favourite hobbies
5. You aligned my ___ for me
6. My most challenging hike this year, Mount ___
7. Location of Sidon's rugby game you came to
13. Apparently, I'm a...
14. The nickname I gave you when we first started 
talking on Facebook (4,7)
18. Scooby Doo's expression of disappointment
19. An expression I often use "___ dot com"
20. I love looking for them in the sky
21. Where we first met (6,3,5)

22. I like smothering you with them
23. The world's most beautiful woman (5,10)
24. The celebrity my mother compares you to (6,4)
28. One of your small talents (3,7)
29. One of the ten qualities you find most attractive in a 
woman
30. The nickname of our mutual friend
32. Your favourite type of alcohol
33. Warning notice on my candle, "No drama ___"
36. The day of the week met your mama and sister
38. I think you're such a...
39. My best friend's name
44. US state you've travelled to`
45. My favourite vegetable
46. You live there
50. One thing we want to do together in future
52. My favourite hobby


